SUMMER CLASS: NATURAL HISTORY OF COSTA RICA - BIO 491 (3 cr.)

EXCELLENT EXPERIENCE FOR UNDERGRAD AND GRADUATE STUDENTS

4-week course: TENTATIVE May 21 to June 15, 2018
Based on field trip TENTATIVE May 24-June 01

Learn about Costa Rica geology, plants, and animals, culture and language! A chance to experience, hands on, all of these subjects in a 9-day field trip through some of Costa Rica’s major ecosystems: cloud forest, dry tropical forest, mountains, volcanoes, Pacific tropical coral reefs. (Student’s expenses during this trip = $1800). IF YOU WANT TO TAKE THIS CLASS, given the limited space and involved logistics, it is recommended that you take steps to participate as soon as possible. Contact Dr. Pablo Delis (FSC 335, prdeli @ship.edu. Ph. 717-477-1092) for more information